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Into The Mystic
(From the Streets of Brooklyn)
Author Dennis P. McMahon provides thought-provoking insights
into the mystical exploration of self
Brooklyn, NY – (Release Date TBD) – As spiritual beings having a human experience, we are all capable of
entering Into the Mystic. For the Mystic—that expanded state of awareness where we can connect with Spirit
and experience other realities—has been accessible to us from the very beginning when we as children were
much more capable of having mystical experiences. However, as we stray from the innocence and openness of
childhood, we tend to lose our spiritual capabilities. Nevertheless, as Into the Mystic reveals and promises in a
unique and entertaining way, we can reclaim the true magic and birthright of our youth by following a spiritual
path, pursuing “ultimate reality,” and thereby come to know ourselves, and “God,” in the process.
Into the Mystic (From the Streets of Brooklyn) is an exploration of self and ultimate reality through shamanism,
after-death communications, past-life regressions, and original mystical thought. The work is filled with tales of
wondrous, real-life mystical adventures and spiritual encounters, and is deep and magical enough to be
appreciated by even the most enlightened among us. However, Into the Mystic is simultaneously intended to be
shared and enjoyed by our less spiritually inclined friends, mates and significant others, and can actually help
bridge the seemingly insurmountable gap between believers and skeptics. Get a copy now, and embark on a
unique, entertaining, and enlightening journey Into The Mystic!
WHAT OTHERS ARE SAYING

“reveals that deeper understanding” Suzane Northrop, Medium, Author, Teacher
“fascinating and enlightening” John Holland, Psychic Medium & Author
“An interesting read!” Hank Wesselman, PhD. Anthropologist and Author
“gain insight into yourself” Itzhak Beery, Co-founder NY Shamanic Circle
“honest, humble, and humorous” Jess Steinman, Intuitive Tarot Reader & Medium
About the Author: Dennis P. McMahon is a writer, editor, and attorney living in Brooklyn, New York. After
experiencing what he would later describe as spontaneous mystical events, Dennis became deeply involved in
seeking explanations thru shamanism, past-life regressions, and communications with the dead. Part of his
process is to share what he has perceived and learned, reflecting the traditions practiced for thousands of years
by members of indigenous societies who recognize that the sharing of mystical experiences benefits the human
condition. Dennis has also authored the novel Street Fighting Man, under the pen name of Dennis Jones.
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